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ABSTRACT To investigate the advancements of artificial intelligence techniques in the realm of library
and information subject, we have chosen the Latent Dirichlet Allocation method as a case study to
explore its current study status and implementations. Traditional theme mining analyses utilize methods
such as word frequency statistics, co-occurrence analysis, community detection, and citation analysis to
capture external quantitative features of words or documents. In contrast, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
theme modelling method employs a three-layer Bayesian structure of document-topic-word to describe
the themes of documents and the semantic relationships among words, enabling a better exploration of
latent semantic information in text. This method plays a pivotal role in fine-grained knowledge extraction
and analysis. We systematically review more than a decade of relevant literature in the realm about
library and information subject. Through content analysis, we construct an analytical architecture for the
implementation of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation method. This architecture, viewed from the perspective of
the implementation process of Latent Dirichlet Allocation, comprehensively summarizes the core stages
and technical challenges, including text pre-processing, model construction (i.e., theme model selection
and optimal theme number determination), and model solving. Additionally, we provide a comprehensive
overview of the current study status of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation method across various implementation
domains, such as theme exploration, knowledge organization, academic evaluation, sentiment analysis, and
recommendation study. Our findings indicate that the Latent Dirichlet Allocation method has formed a
mature analytical process in the realm of library and information subject, with ongoing growth in study
interest.

INDEX TERMS Library and information subject, artificial intelligence, latent Dirichlet allocation method.

I. INTRODUCTION
Latent Dirichlet Allocation, abbreviated as LDA, is a three-
layer Bayesian generative probabilistic model used for
addressing the problem of topic modelling in text data.
Originally proposed by Blei, Ng, and Jordan [1], the LDA
method is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm pri-
marily employed in the domains of textual mining and natural
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language processing (NLP). The fundamental concept behind
the LDA method is to view text data as a mixture of multiple
topics, with each topic composed of various words. The
model’s objective is to infer the document’s topic distribu-
tion and the word distribution of each topic by analyzing
the distribution of words within the document. The LDA
method assumes that each document has a certain probability
distribution over topics, and each topic has a certain proba-
bility distribution over words. Through iterative algorithms,
these probability distributions can be gradually adjusted to
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obtain the topic distribution of each document and the word
distribution of each topic. Due to its strong dimensionality
reduction capabilities and model scalability, the LDAmethod
finds extensive applications in the domain of textual mining,
including tasks such as text topic analysis, text classifica-
tion, and information retrieval. Through the LDA method,
researchers can unearth the latent topic structure hidden
within large-scale text data, aiding in the comprehension of
the content and underlying relationships within the textual
information [2].

Currently, research in the domain of computer science
mainly revolves around the classification and algorithmic
improvements of the extended LDA method [3], particularly
delving into discussions regarding deep learning-based topic
models [4]. Relevant studies emphasize the significant role
of topic models in textual mining and NLP, focusing on
the principles, summarizing parameter estimation and train-
ing methods, and emphasizing the performance comparison
among different topic modelling techniques, of the LDA
topic model [5]. A minority of studies have summarized
the applications of topic models in various disciplines such
as linguistics, politics, biomedical sciences, and geography,
pointing out the challenges and issues present in LDA topic
models within multimedia information processing and other
textual mining tasks [2]. Scholars in the domain of library and
information science have predominantly conducted analytical
research tailored to specific textual mining tasks [6]. Some
existing reviews have summarized applications within certain
scenarios [7] or specific categories of extended models [8].
Overall, existing research lacks a comprehensive overview
of the complete application process of the LDA method.
Inspired by this, our contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We conduct in-depth reviews of representative literature
and establish an analytical architecture for the application
research of the LDA method, based on key stages of the
application process. Proposed architecture elucidates critical
stages in the application process, guiding researchers in exe-
cuting tasks such as text pre-processing, model construction,
and solving, while underscoring the significance of topic
model selection and determination of the optimal number of
topics. This architecture provides systematic guidance for the
application of artificial intelligence technology in the domain
of library and information science, enabling a more profound
exploration of its practical impact and potential.

2) We focus on the overall research status of the LDA
method in the library and information subject and meticu-
lously analyze its application process and domains, aiming
to offer references for theoretical research and practical
application.

3)We review existing issues and innovations in the applica-
tion of the LDA method, aiding in better addressing complex
textual processing tasks in multi-dimensional scenarios. This,
in turn, enhances the generalization ability of the LDAmodel
and improves the accuracy, interpretability, and precision of
modeling results, facilitating more accurate topic mining and
identification.

FIGURE 1. Statistics of library and information research.

4) We effectively address the current knowledge gap in
comprehending the complete application process of the LDA
method. This study not only showcases the potential of arti-
ficial intelligence technologies like LDA but also paves the
path for future research, innovation, and practical application
in the context of libraries and information science. It provides
practical guidance for researchers aspiring to apply artificial
intelligence technology in this domain.

II. OVERVIEW
This study conducted literature retrieval usingWeb of Science
Core Collection, Library and Information Science Abstracts
(LISA), and Google Scholar as English data sources, along
with CNKI, Wanfang, and VIP databases as Chinese data
sources. The English literature search was performed using
the search query Latent Dirichlet Allocation OR Topic
Model∗, while the Chinese literature search employed the
query LDA OR Latent Dirichlet Allocation (In Chinese)
OR Probabilistic Topic Model (In Chinese). Both Chinese
and English data sources were limited to journals in the
domain of library and information science (with Chinese
sources further limited to CSSCI-indexed journals). The
search timeframe was set to the about past decade (from
January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2022). Based on titles,
keywords, abstracts, and content analysis, relevant literature
aligned with the research topic was selected. This pro-
cess resulted in the identification of 369 English articles
and 426 Chinese articles. The distribution of literature is
illustrated in Figure 1, depicting a consistent growth trend
in domestic and international publications over the past
decade, with domestic research significantly surpassing inter-
national output. It is evident that LDA-related research has
garnered considerable attention from scholars in the domain
of library and information science, yielding prolific research
outcomes.

Furthermore, this study conducted an in-depth examination
of representative literature and constructed an analysis archi-
tecture for LDA method applications based on key stages in
the application process, as shown in Figure 2.

Specifically, the application process of the LDA method
encompasses several stages:
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FIGURE 2. The constructed analysis architecture about applications of
LDA.

1) In the text pre-processing stage, data sources relevant
to topic modelling are processed to obtain formatted data
required by the model.

2) In the model construction stage, an appropriate topic
model is selected based on the research context, followed by
determining the optimal number of topics through relevant
model evaluation methods.

3) In the model solving stage, suitable topic modelling
tools are employed to complete the model solving.

4) Finally, based on the actual research context, relevant
methods and tools are combined to address questions in the
specific application domain [7].

Currently, the application scope of the LDA method spans
various domains, including topic exploration, knowledge
organization, scholarly evaluation, sentiment analysis, and
recommendation research. This paper summarizes the exist-
ing state of application research based on the aforementioned
process.

III. LDA TOPIC MODELLING APPLICATION PROCESS
A. TEXT PRE-PROCESSING
The process of text pre-processing involves various tech-
niques such as tokenization, stop word removal, and feature
selection, aiming to obtain the formatted data required by
the model. This step facilitates preliminary dimension reduc-
tion of document content, reduces model inference time, and
forms the foundation of LDA topic modelling. The features
obtained from the text that express the semantic essence of
topics have a significant impact on the interpretability of topic
modelling results [8].

Regarding the data sources for topic modelling, recent
years have witnessed valuable research in the domain of
library and information science focusing on topic mining
from short text data on social media platforms like Weibo
and Twitter. However, due to the limited length, high spar-
sity, rapid updates, and large scale of short texts, the LDA
method’s performance is relatively poor in handling short
texts [9]. Additionally, these types of data often contain slang,
abbreviations, and emoticons, resulting in relatively vague
text semantics and weak logical relationships. As a result,
pre-processed texts may express fewer topic-related terms,
making the extraction of meaningful topics more complex
[10]. The challenge lies in ensuring the quality of topic
modelling results for sparse and dynamic short texts. Scholars
address this by constructing pseudo-documents for informa-
tion integration to increase text length or utilizing improved
extended models that adjust model assumptions and enhance
topic generation processes [11]. Examples include the Dirich-
let Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model, which caters to the
characteristic of shorter text terms compared to longer text
documents by strictly limiting the number of topics in the
model assumptions; and the Biterm Topic Model (BTM),
which mines local linguistic information from word pairs to
enhance the comprehensiveness and accuracy of short text
topic mining.

After determining the data source for topic modelling, spe-
cific text pre-processing techniques are employed to obtain
the formatted data required by the model. Thanks to mature
tokenization tools [7], [12] and stop word lists, Chinese text
data has established an integrated application process for
tokenization and stop word removal. In contrast, English text
data typically undergoes unigram tokenization using spaces
as delimiters. However, this practice may result in limited
semantic content for individual words and subsequently poor
interpretability of modelling results. Some research suggests
phrase-based tokenization [13] or the introduction of phrase
generation algorithms [11] to improve the topic representa-
tion capacity of feature words.

Feature selection further reduces the dimensionality
of modelling materials after tokenization and stop word
removal. Commonmethods include evaluation functions [14]
(such as term frequency, information gain, etc.), domain
ontologies [15], part-of-speech filtering [16], and regular
expressions [17]. Different feature selection methods exhibit
varying performance in feature word dimension reduc-
tion, which also affects the interpretability of modelling
results. For instance, domain ontology-based vocabulary
filtering method can effectively enhance the domain rele-
vance of feature words and improve the interpretability of
modelling results within professional contexts [15]. How-
ever, this approach relies heavily on domain knowledge
and involves high manual effort. Part-of-speech filtering
[16] can extract nouns and verbs that contribute signif-
icantly to topics. While it enables more convenient and
efficient text dimension reduction compared to ontology-
based methods, its relevance to specific domains is relatively
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TABLE 1. Representative LDA methods for different library and information science domains.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Representative LDA methods for different library and information science domains.

lower, resulting in weaker interpretability within specialized
contexts.

In summary, tokenization, stop word removal, and fea-
ture selection have matured into well-established processes.
Current application research often adheres to existing text
pre-processing tools and semantic resources, focusing on
simple combinations of single methods or a few methods.
It’s noteworthy that the choice of tokenization algorithm [18],
construction of domain-specific terms [19] and stop word
lists [20], as well as the effectiveness of different feature
selection methods in expressing topic semantics, all have
varying degrees of impact. Therefore, in-depth exploration
is required for different application scenarios to enhance the
quality of text pre-processing.

B. TOPIC MODEL CONSTRUCTION
After obtaining the formatted data required by the topic
model through text pre-processing, the process enters the
phase of model construction and solving. The first step is
to select or construct an appropriate topic model based on
the data characteristics and research context. Subsequently,
the optimal number of topics is determined through model
evaluation methods. Finally, an appropriate topic modelling
tool is chosen or developed to perform automatic parameter
estimation and complete model solving.

1) TOPIC MODEL SELECTION
The initial step in topic model construction is selecting an
appropriate topic model. The LDA model is a widely used
three-layer Bayesian probabilistic topic model based on the
bag-of-words model. It does not require manually annotated
data during training, making it effective for discovering latent
semantics in longer texts like scientific literature [21]. LDA
method has a mature toolset and workflow, and is commonly
used for topic modelling. However, as the objects of data
processing and the tasks of text analysis become increasingly
complex and diverse, the naive LDA method has limitations.
For instance, it is not very effective in handling dynamic
short texts and can be slow in training on large datasets [22].
Furthermore, it struggles to identify relationships between
topics [23]. The model’s generalization ability, accuracy, and
interpretability of results are challenged [4]. In light of these
limitations, scholars have proposed various extension models
to enhance the effectiveness of topic modelling based on

text characteristics and task contexts [3]. Table 1 summarizes
representative studies of various LDA method extensions in
the domain of library and information science.

As shown in Table 1, each type of LDA method extension
has its unique characteristics. Based on the characteristics
of model improvements and existing LDA extensions [3],
[7], these extension models can be broadly classified into
six categories: 1) Bayesian non-parametric model, i.e., HDP;
2) time-based extension model, i.e., DTM; 3) parameter-
based extension model, i.e., CTM; 4) supervised model,
i.e., Labeled-LDA; 5) extension model STM based on doc-
ument metadata; and 6) task-specific extension models such
as ATM, JST, BTM, TWE, NTM, LDA2vec, and JointAT.
Different extension models cater to diverse application sce-
narios, meeting the varying modelling needs of researchers.
For static longer texts, the traditional LDAmethod is suitable.
However, for data with distinct dynamic, subjective, or sparse
features, dynamic topic models or sentiment topic models
specifically tailored to certain tasks can enhance modelling
accuracy. In the realm of LDA extension model applica-
tion research, early extensions based on non-parametric and
correlation-based models are still widely used due to their
good performance.

With the emergence of novel application scenarios, the
diversification of topic mining tasks has made task-specific
extension models a prominent trend. These models include
those based on word embeddings, multilingual author infor-
mation, mixed contexts, and more [37]. However, these
extension models still have limitations, involving numer-
ous latent variables and additional information, resulting in
higher algorithmic complexity. They are also influenced by
training corpus and task context, which affects their domain
generality and model stability.

It’s important to note that topic models based on deep
learning principles and methods have become a significant
branch of LDA extension model research. Compared to other
extension models, deep learning topic models combine tech-
niques such as word embeddings and neural networks to fully
explore contextual information and relationships between
words, resulting in a stronger ability to understand topic
semantics and higher interpretability of modelling results [2].
Currently, deep learning topic models fall into three cate-
gories: word embedding-assisted probabilistic topic models,
neural network-based topic models, and jointly trained topic
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models [4]. Word embedding-based models characterize
word semantic similarity by training low-dimensional dense
word embeddings, which enhances semantic consistency of
topic words when applied to short texts and domain-specific
texts, such as the Gaussian LDA method based on Gaussian
distribution [38]. Neural network-based topic models often
utilize the bag-of-words as model inputs and add additional
layers to capture semantic relationships between words. They
also incorporate sparse constraints to address the sparsity of
the topic-word distribution and enhance the quality of topic
model generation. Jointly trained topic models combine the
strengths of probabilistic topic models and neural language
models. They not only discover global semantic relation-
ships between documents, topics, and words, but also identify
dependencies between word sequences at the sentence level,
overcoming the limitations of the bag-of-words assumption.
These deep learning extension models generally outperform
traditional models in short texts and domain-specific texts,
offering richer functionality. However, they usually require
support from large-scale corpora and involve more complex
training processes, often requiring parameter tuning. Aside
from word embedding-based models, further exploration is
needed for the other two categories of deep learning extension
models.

2) OPTIMAL TOPICS NUMBER SELECTION
Once the most suitable topic model has been chosen based
on the research context, parameter estimation and setting
must be conducted. Parameter estimation is used to infer the
distributions of document-topic and topic-word pairs. Cur-
rently, there are multiple approximate inference algorithms
available for parameter estimation [7]. Parameter setting is
closely related to model performance and can imbue the
model with specific attributes [39], involving Dirichlet prior
α, β parameters, and the number of topics. α and β are
typically set based on empirical values.

The selection of the optimal number of topics is based on
quality evaluation methods of topic models, and it’s a long-
standing challenge. Too many topics can lead to small topic
generalization scope and minor semantic content differences,
making topic division difficult. Conversely, too few topics
can result in overly broad semantic content generalization,
neglecting smaller topics. The selection of the optimal num-
ber of topics directly affects the accuracy and interpretability
of LDA topic modelling results. Currently, researchers often
estimate the initial number of topics contained in documents
based on prior knowledge and then select the optimal number
of topics using quality evaluation methods like perplexity,
coherence, and topic similarity. This paper provides a sum-
marized comparison of the core ideas and advantages and
disadvantages of several typical methods for determining the
optimal number of topics, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 reveals a rich variety of methods for determin-
ing the number of topics in LDA methods. The evaluation
perspectives vary significantly, resulting in different method-
ologies. As a result, a consistent set of evaluation criteria

for topic modelling results has not yet been established,
and the problem of objectively assessing the effectiveness
of modelling results remains unresolved. Perplexity remains
a common choice in practical applications. However, some
research suggests that coherence is the most effective method
for measuring topic quality [46], with increased usage of this
metric in recent studies. Despite the guidance provided by
the above model evaluation methods, issues such as mixed
topics, illogical topics, and indistinguishable topics can still
arise. To further ensure the effectiveness of modelling results,
researchers are starting to improve traditional evaluation
methods [42], proposing new metrics [40], prioritizing inter-
pretability in model evaluation [47], and introducing expert
opinion metrics such as homogeneity, completeness, and
V-Measure [48] to guarantee the quality and reliability of
topic generation. Some scholars also suggest the combined
application of relevant methods and the establishment of eval-
uation mechanisms during model operation to dynamically
adjust the optimal number of topics [10], thereby enhancing
the flexibility of topic number selection. Additionally, due to
LDA method’s parameter estimation based on random sam-
pling and its sensitivity to the characteristics of the modelling
corpus, resulting in poor stability of modelling results, some
studies have introduced new stability analysis algorithms [49]
and model quality evaluation indicators such as robustness
and descriptiveness [50] to determine the optimal number of
topics and ensure the predictive ability and reliability of the
topic model.

C. MODEL SOLVING
After selecting the optimal number of topics, the next step is
to choose or develop a suitable topic modelling tool to com-
plete model solving. Various open-source LDA modelling
tools have been developed for automated parameter estima-
tion, and seven of them are commonly used in the domain
of library and information science. These tools include the
Stanford TMT (Topic Modelling Toolbox) [51], JGibbLDA
[52], Mallet [53], Lda library [54] and topicmodels library
[55] based on Java and R languages respectively, as well
as the Gensim library and Scikit-learn library based on
Python. By employing these tools to perform model solving,
parameters are estimated for document-topic and topic-word
distributions [56]. Then, topic naming is carried out through
topic word filtering to uncover latent topics within each
document.

IV. APPLICATION DOMAINS OF LDA TOPIC METHOD
The LDA method effectively extracts latent semantic infor-
mation from text, and it has been widely applied in various
domains such as topic exploration, knowledge organization,
academic evaluation, sentiment analysis, and recommenda-
tion research.

A. TOPIC EXPLORATION
Topic exploration research primarily includes topic discov-
ery and evolution analysis [6]. The LDA method possesses
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TABLE 2. Introduction of different topic number determination methods.

strong dimensionality reduction capabilities, allowing it to
extract latent semantics from large-scale text data through
unsupervised means. This ensures the relative objectivity
and efficiency of topic extraction, making it a popular tool
in the domain of topic exploration. Based on content anal-
ysis of relevant literature, the current topic exploration in
the domain about library and information science is mainly
oriented towards scientific literature, user-generated content
represented by online consumer platform reviews and online
public opinion data, as well as mining and analysis of web
information resources such as news reports and policy texts.

1) TOPIC EXPLORATION OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
Scientific literature is a crucial carrier for the dissemina-
tion of scientific and technological information, including
scientific journals, conference papers, patents, and technical
reports [7]. Early topic discovery in scientific literature relied
on traditional quantitative methods such as word frequency
statistics, co-word analysis, and citation analysis on a doc-
ument level, focusing on external quantitative features such
as keywords or citations. However, the LDA method allows
for topic modelling of text content, gradually becoming one
of the mainstream tools for topic exploration in scientific
literature. For instance, it has been applied to analyze topics
in SIGIR (Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval)
conference papers [57] and research hotspots in China’s ICT

(Information and communication Technology) industry [21].
Overall, the problem of excessive reliance on a single LDA
method in the exploration of scientific literature topics exists,
with only some scholars attempting to apply new methods
to further enhance the understanding of textual semantics.
For example, Hui et al. [58] used journal articles and patent
documents as data sources and applied the LDA2vec model
to identify machine learning research hotspots. This model,
based on the global modelling of the LDAmethod, models the
local contextual information of the corpus throughWord2vec
word vectors, thereby mining richer latent semantics. How-
ever, classical word vector models like Word2vec usually
train only one vector representation for each vocabulary,
making it difficult to discover different meanings of words
in different contexts. Research has introduced the TWE [33]
model, which can simultaneously train vector representations
for vocabulary and topics, thus learning different representa-
tions of word vectors under different topics and effectively
improving the accuracy of mining medical technology report
topics.

Analysis of topic evolution is based on topic discovery
and involves grasping the rules of topic dynamic develop-
ment. In topic evolution analysis, improving the accuracy
of the analysis of topic evolution paths has been a research
hotspot. For instance, in the domain of artificial intelligence
journal paper topic extraction, Citation Involved Hierarchical
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Dirichlet Process (CIHDP) [59] utilizes citation information
to enhance document text representation, determining the
number of topics for each period automatically, and iden-
tifying more detailed and complete path splits and fusion
information. In the case of graphene patent documents,
research has been conducted to measure the development
degree of topics based on novelty, attention, and topic
structure indicators, building on the LDA method [41]. Fur-
thermore, researchers have used time series features in the
topic evolution process to improve the accuracy of topic
evolution analysis. For example, by using journal papers in
the domain of library and information science as data sources,
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [13] is applied to model
the time series features of the heat evolution of subject topics
based on time slices after extracting subject topics using the
LDA method. This can effectively improve the accuracy of
predicting future trends in the heat of subject topics.

2) TOPIC EXPLORATION OF USER-GENERATED CONTENT
In research related to topic discovery in user-generated con-
tent, one approach involves using user comments in the online
consumer platform as data sources, with the goal of extracting
user opinions on products or services. For instance, Opinion
LDA [60] improves document structure by converting word
sequences based on user comment content into product fea-
ture word sequences based on user viewpoints, effectively
identifying user preferences for specific product features.
Another approach uses network public opinion data as data
sources, with the aim of rumor control. For example, based on
LDA analysis of Weibo text topic characteristics, combined
with the random forest algorithm, significantly enhancing
rumor identification accuracy [61]. However, both types of
data usually consist of short texts, with fewer characteristic
words reflecting the topic content, making it difficult to fully
mine semantic information using the LDA method for topic
discovery. To address these issues, commonly used methods
primarily involve information integration to increase text
length or using topic models more suitable for short texts.
Some studies have attempted to combine the LDA model
with other methods. For example, after obtaining modelling
results for academic app reviews, Gloveword vectors are used
to calculate word similarity to expand feature words under
topics, thereby improving the distinction between topics and
mining deeper systematic topic information [62].

Topic evolution analysis of user-generated content focuses
on changes in topic trends, which is of practical signifi-
cance to companies, governments, and other organizations.
For user-generated content on online consumer platforms,
topic evolution analysis can uncover user focusing on prod-
ucts and services at different time nodes, helping companies
improve product and service quality [63]. Topic evolution
analysis based on network public opinion data can assist
relevant departments in responding to public emergencies
[64]. However, social media platforms are dynamic and com-
plex opinion domains, the effectiveness of public opinion
control depends on the discovery of key nodes and hot topics

during the evolution [25]. Scholars have used the theory of
hyper-networks as the basis, identifyingWeibo topic sub-nets
using the LDAmethod, then combining corresponding social,
content, and emotion sub-nets to construct a Weibo pub-
lic opinion hyper-network. The HyperEdgeRank algorithm
identifies key figures, comprehensively mining key nodes in
Weibo public opinion dissemination [65], effectively serving
public opinion supervision in social media.

3) TOPIC EXPLORATION OF OTHER WEB INFORMATION
RESOURCES
The exploration of topics within web resources, such as
news reports and policy texts, holds significant potential for
informing corporate and governmental decisions, as well as
supporting the tracking of research hotspots. In the realm
of news reports [66], due to the issue of imbalanced textual
data, some studies [67] have combined feature detection
methods (including independence detection, variance detec-
tion, and information entropy detection) to enhance the
thematic representation capacity of feature words, thereby
substantially improving the accuracy of text-based topic iden-
tification. Policy texts encompass documents arising from
policy-related activities, encompassing official documenta-
tion, public document archives, and policy-related sentiment
texts [68]. Given the substantial variation in the connotations
of policy terms across different contexts, the LDA method
addresses the challenge of semantic mining in text clustering
by exploiting relationships between text, topics, and words.
Consequently, it has been widely applied to the discovery
of topics within policy texts, spanning domains such as cli-
mate [69] and government open data [70]. Scholars have
further leveraged the LDA2vec model to enhance the com-
prehensiveness of semantic content extraction within policy
texts [12]. Furthermore, labels, the terms used to classify or
describe web information resources, have been successfully
generated using the LDA method in contexts like Weibo [71]
and online healthcare [72]. Some studies have extended these
models for tailored label generation in specific domains, such
as the sureLDA (Surrogate-guided ensemble Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) method for generating phenotype labels from
electronic health record data, thus expanding the utility of the
LDA method [73].

In the analysis of topic evolution within news reports,
current research often builds upon the foundation of the LDA
method, incorporating other methods to enhance the accuracy
of evolution analysis [74]. For instance, the introduction of
manifold learning can offer a global temporal perspective
to reconstruct relationships between news topics, mitigating
issues arising from the use of adjacent time windows [75].
Additionally, DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise) clustering algorithms can be used to
filter out noise text, ensuring the purity of topic extraction via
the LDAmethod and thereby improving the accuracy of topic
evolution analysis [76].
Regarding the analysis of topic evolution within policy

texts, the integration of the LDA method with algorithms
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measuring topic similarity and strength has been applied to
quantitative analyses of policy texts in domains such as arti-
ficial intelligence [77] and regional technological innovation
[78]. This integration provides valuable support for policy
formulation and enhancement. Certain studies have incorpo-
rated extended models, like the ToT (Topic over Time) model
[79], which introduces time factors to derive topic distribution
strength across different time slices, thereby bypassing the
need for intricate topic alignment procedures.

B. KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION
The LDA method, by describing information resources’
content using topics and topic words as units through unsu-
pervised means, facilitates the refinement of analytical units
from documents to topic words. As such, it has been widely
adopted in research pertaining to knowledge organization.
Knowledge organization is centered around the semantic
information within text, emphasizing the inter-connectedness
between different pieces of knowledge. The LDA method,
through its ability to mine latent topic features, constructs
relationships between documents and feature words, which in
turn enables knowledge inference. Consequently, it has found
application in constructing knowledge graphs and topic maps
by scholars in the domain of library and information science.

1) KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
Contemporary knowledge graph construction typically
involves methods such as named entity recognition and
template matching, which yield comprehensive entity and
relationship extractions from specialized domain corpora.
However, when the content of a corpus spans diverse topics,
relying solely on methods like named entity recognition to
extract local information as entities might lead to semantic
gaps and other issues [80]. By utilizing the LDA method to
treat text topics extracted from global information as entities,
a finer representation of knowledge graph can be achieved.
This process allows for the structured organization of text
data with complex and weakly related topics, enhancing
the relationships between entities and ultimately improving
the effectiveness of knowledge inference. For instance, in the
construction of a knowledge graph within the domain of elec-
tronic government, Sun et al. [80] utilized the LDAmethod to
obtain topic entities, thereby augmenting the domain-specific
entities related to electronic government. This approach
addresses the issue of semantic gaps within entity extraction
algorithms, facilitating more effective knowledge inference
and governmental decision-making. Apart from employing
topics as entities in knowledge graph construction, joint
utilization with topic words is also possible. For example,
Zhou et al. [81] first identified topics within the medical
and health information domain through the LDA method.
They then employed social network analysis to uncover
core topic words, ultimately constructing a knowledge graph
of the medical and health information domain based on
the co-occurrence relationships of core topic words. This

approach aids in the analysis of domain-related knowledge
associations.

2) TOPIC MAP CONSTRUCTION
A topic map serves as a knowledge repository, storing topics
along with their logical relationships and hierarchical struc-
tures [82]. Unlike knowledge graphs, topic maps are more
suitable for organizing networked information resources that
are unordered, unstructured, and characterized by divergent
topics. When handling unstructured textual information, tra-
ditional topic clustering methods like co-occurrence analysis
are susceptible to the influence of word frequency and the
complexity of the text domain. Consequently, these meth-
ods struggle to explain the semantic relationships between
documents and vocabulary terms, leading to challenges in
achieving high-quality topic identification. The LDAmethod,
however, excels in the modelling of unstructured textual
information, describing latent document features and seman-
tic relationships between vocabulary terms. This capability
helps mitigate issues related to word mismatch (i.e., syn-
onymy and polysemy) to some extent. In comparison to
traditional topic clustering methods, the LDA method more
effectively mines semantic information within text, making
it widely applicable in topic map construction. For instance,
it has been applied to construct topic maps of clinical medical
course knowledge [83]. Furthermore, topic maps find utility
in sentiment analysis [84]. In the context of network senti-
ment control based on Weibo information, the LDA method
is employed to cluster user comment and retweet texts into
topics. This process allows for the construction of user topic
maps where common topics serve as nodes and the similarity
of topic distributions serves as edges [85]. Alternatively, users
can be treated as nodes, and retweet relationships as edges,
constructing user topic maps [86]. This approach enables the
identification of key topics and key users during sentiment
evolution, aiding regulatory authorities in achieving precise
sentiment responses.

Despite the LDA method’s proficiency in unstructured
textual information for topic map construction, attentionmust
be given to enhancing the relevance of topic words within
specific domain contexts and ensuring the timeliness of topic
maps, thereby elevating their application value.

C. ACADEMIC EVALUATION
Academic evaluation encompasses aspects such as the assess-
ment of document influence and author impact. Existing
quantitative academic evaluation methods primarily integrate
traditional bibliometric indicators, such as citation frequency,
network-based metrics like PageRank [87], H-index [88], and
Altmetrics evaluation metrics [89]. However, due to varia-
tions in the topics of document content and author research
domains [53], these indicators struggle to effectively reflect
the actual influence of documents and authors within specific
research topics. Consequently, research has begun to assess
documents and authors on a finer granularity, focusing on
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topics as the basis for evaluation. Classifying documents
or authors based on their research topics is a pivotal step
in topic-oriented academic evaluation. The LDA method,
through probabilistic inference, deduces the document-topic
distribution parameters, objectively categorizing documents
into several topic categories. By subsequently mapping
relationships between documents and authors, it achieves
classification of authors’ research topics, subsequently com-
bining other metrics for impact calculation [90]. Certain
studies directly employ pertinent influence evaluation mod-
els, such as the Collective topic PageRank Model (CTPM)
[91]. This model, by identifying document topics and inter-
topic correlations, introduces metadata like citation counts
and journal impact factors to effectively reflect document
influence within specific topics. In terms of author impact
evaluation, the ATM model [92] has been utilized to achieve
more precise categorization of authors’ research topics. In the
face of continual subdivision within the realm of scientific
research, the LDA method can unearth research topics of
both documents and authors, addressing the shortcoming of
neglecting content information in traditional academic eval-
uation. As such, it advances the development of nuanced
academic evaluation.

D. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
The primary application of the LDA method lies in extract-
ing topic information from corpora and is inadequate in
discerning user sentiment underlying relevant topics. Delv-
ing into the emotional tendencies behind topics necessitates
the incorporation of corresponding sentiment analysis meth-
ods or the construction of sentiment-topic models. The
outcomes of such research bear significant real-world impli-
cations for enterprise and government decision-making. For
instance, utilizing LDA to obtain topics of public interest
concerning Samsung smartphone products on the Reddit plat-
form, subsequent coupling with the sentiment analysis tool
AlchemyAPI [93] enables the mining of public sentiment
attitudes towards these topics [44]. This analysis aids in
gauging sentiment tendencies under different levels of inter-
est, assisting enterprises in pinpointing user demands and
market pain points, thereby supporting business decisions.
Certain studies directly apply sentiment and behavior joint
topic models, such as the Sentiment and Behavior topic
Model (SBTM) [16]. This model simultaneously integrates
user sentiment and interactive behavioral patterns to facilitate
complex topic discovery, resulting in enhanced distinctive-
ness in topic modelling outcomes. The realm of research
pertaining to governmental decision-making is primarily
reflected in online sentiment control and government service
platform construction [94]. For example, the Online Topic
and Sentiment RecognitionModel (OTSRM) [95] utilizes the
transitivity of sentiment intensity to construct a temporal-
based topic-sentiment distribution. Using relative entropy,
it calculates the maximum sentiment value of topic focus in
adjacent time segments, dynamically identifying topic senti-
ment trends in text and enhancing the precision of sentiment

warnings. User sentiment assumes varying meanings and
orientations within diverse contexts, characterized by multi-
dimensionality, strength, and subtlety. Developing optimized
sentiment-topic models to enhance the precision of sentiment
recognition within topics remains an ongoing exploration.

E. RECOMMENDATION RESEARCH
Recommendation systems effectively alleviate information
overload. Key technologies encompass usermodelling, object
modelling, and recommendation algorithms. When mod-
elling text information, approaches such as TF-IDF (Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) [96], Bayesian
classifiers, and k-nearest neighbors struggle to identify
deeper semantic features within text [97]. Recommenda-
tion algorithms based on collaborative filtering and network
structure often suffer from inadequate recommendation effec-
tiveness due to data sparsity. The LDA method excels in data
dimensionality reduction and latent semantic feature mining,
efficiently identifying key information within user interests
and recommended objects. This model is widely applied in
user and recommended object modelling, including social
network friend recommendations and personalized news rec-
ommendations [35]. In the era of big data, data sparsity
and the prominence of massive dynamic features further
underscore the challenges to topic mining and information
recommendation performance based on the LDAmethod. For
instance, Wang et al. [22] employed the Hadoop platform
for structured processing of Weibo data. Subsequently, they
utilized the LDA method to extract user Weibo topic infor-
mation, effectively enhancing the effectiveness of big data
information recommendations.

The LDAmethod effectively resolves the lack of semantics
in traditional user and recommended object modelling pro-
cesses and enhances recommendation accuracy through its
excellent dimensionality reduction capability. However, chal-
lenges arising from information redundancy and overload in
the big data environment impact the recommendation perfor-
mance of the LDA method. As such, how to merge different
methods to further enhance recommendation effectiveness
remains an area of exploration.

V. DISCUSS AND CONCLUSION
Through the synthesis of literature review and architecture
construction, we systematically expound upon the current
application status and potential value of the LDA method in
the domain of library and information science. Specifically,
we present a systematic overview of the research progress
in the domain of library and information science through
the application of the LDA method, based on comprehensive
domestic and international literature surveys from January 1,
2012, to December 31, 2022. Subsequently, by meticulously
dissecting the key stages, we construct an analytical archi-
tecture for the application research of the LDA method.
This architecture encompasses crucial steps such as text
pre-processing, topic model construction (including topic
model selection and optimal topic number determination),
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and model solving. Building upon this foundation, we fur-
ther delve into the applications of the LDA method in
areas such as topic exploration, knowledge organization, aca-
demic evaluation, sentiment analysis, and recommendation
research, including analyses of scientific literature, user-
generated content, and online information resources. As a
powerful topic modeling technique, the LDA method holds
substantial promise in text analysis and knowledge discovery.
We observe that while the general research directions both
domestically and internationally exhibit similarities, specific
application aspects display certain distinctions. For instance,
in the selection of the optimal number of topics, scholars
abroad endeavor to overcome the uncertainty associated with
traditional probabilistic evaluation metrics (such as perplex-
ity), focusing on introducing newmodel evaluation indicators
that prioritize the reliability, stability, and interpretability
of topic modeling results. On the other hand, scholars in
China predominantly rely on perplexity, empirical meth-
ods, and other established indicators, with fewer attempts at
incorporating novel evaluation metrics. In terms of applica-
tion domains, the international community largely employs
the LDA method for fundamental information organization
research, while researchers in China have been more active
in exploring knowledge graph and topic map construction.
Overall, the following issues merit further investigation:

1) Tackling Complex Processing Challenges: Exploring
the application value of the LDA topic model further in the
face of challenges posed by massive-scale data, multi-modal
data, etc. Currently, LDA method applications mainly focus
on text data modelling, lacking exploration in audio, image,
video, and other resource types. As the features of big data
become more apparent in the domain of topic modelling,
the LDA topic model confronts challenges related to data
volume and increasing data complexity. Moreover, compared
to single-modal text data, audio, images, videos, and other
multi-modal data are richer in content and possess stronger
topic representation abilities. Consequently, research into
topic extraction from multi-modal data presents an important
direction for development [2]. Future research can attempt
to incorporate distributed and parallel computing from the
domain of computer science to reduce the time taken by
the LDA method in processing massive-scale documents,
enhancing its capability to handle multi-source heteroge-
neous data. Additionally, further exploration of deep learning
topic models that integrate word vectors, language models,
and neural network structures could be conducted to advance
research into multi-modal topic extraction, thereby improv-
ing the depth of topic mining and discovery capabilities and
enhancing accurate information services in the domain of
library and information science.

2) Enhancing Feature Word Extraction in Text Pre-
processing: Ensuring the semantic quality of feature words
by focusing on feature word extraction in the text pre-
processing stage. The semantic quality of topic modelling
results directly affects the reliability of topic analysis
and subsequently influences practical application outcomes

in domains like sentiment analysis and recommendation
research. High semantic quality topic modelling results pos-
sess high inter-topic word associations within the same topic,
as well as strong semantic differentiability between topics.
This ability facilitates clear representation of content top-
ics within the corpus. Text pre-processing is a foundational
step in topic modelling and exerts a direct impact on the read-
ability and interpretability of modelling results. However,
existing research does not prioritize the quality of feature
word extraction in the text pre-processing stage and often
fixates on existing technical tools and semantic resources.
There exists significant room for improvement in domain
purity in feature word extraction. Leveraging appropriate
NLP techniques to construct domain dictionaries, semantic
resources, and high-quality large-scale annotated datasets for
different topic mining tasks is an important future research
direction.

3) Developing a Comprehensive LDA method Quality
Evaluation System and Optimizing Topic Number Selec-
tion Methods: Presently, model quality evaluation for topic
models predominantly relies on perplexity and empirical
methods. However, model performance varies significantly
under different evaluation indicators, making it difficult to
objectively and effectively evaluate model quality by relying
solely on one method. Improving traditional evaluation meth-
ods, introducing new methods, and adopting multi-indicator
joint application for model quality evaluation is a notable
trend. Future research can attempt to construct a more com-
prehensive topic model quality evaluation system, optimize
topic number selection methods, and enhance the quality of
topic modelling results.

4) Diversifying LDA method Application Modes and
Deepening Model Application Research: Current research
overly relies on the traditional LDA method, leading to a
lack of exploration of emerging extended models’ applica-
tions. Given the numerous parameters and complex structures
inherent in various extended models, researchers in the
domain of library and information science face higher
demands for computer technology application capabilities.
Future research should strive to optimize the time or space
complexity of extended models, develop user-friendly open-
source toolkits, and construct integrated model application
tool systems to enhance model application efficiency and
universality. Furthermore, considering the current application
status of the model, the results of LDA method modelling
often serve as intermediate stages for related research tasks.
Different methods and tools should be employed based on
the application context to solve specific research problems.
For handling large-scale data, more attempts can be made
to extend LDA methods based on distributed computing
and deep learning. For processing small to medium-sized
data, the coordinated application of the LDA method with
traditional co-occurrence analysis, clustering analysis, com-
munity detection, and other topic analysismethods can ensure
topic mining accuracy and achieve complementary effects.
For example, co-occurrence analysis has higher readability
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in topic clustering results on small to medium-sized datasets
(document_count < 1,000), while although the LDA topic
model lacks flexibility compared to co-occurrence analysis
in choosing representative topic words, it can reflect the
underlying topic structure in its most original state, thereby
reducing bias. In summary, further exploration of extended
model effectiveness in the domain of library and information
science, synergistic application of the LDA method with
traditional topic mining analysis methods, or utilizing the
LDA method as a foundational component in combination
with machine learning, knowledge graphs, big data, and rel-
evant specialized algorithms represents a significant trend in
current LDA method application research.

5) Exploring the Applications of Large Language Models
in the Field of Library and Information Science: Large lan-
guage models (LLMs) are a type of deep learning model that,
after extensive training on vast amounts of data, can under-
stand and generate natural language text. These models are
typically built on neural network architectures and possess a
large number of parameters, enabling them to perform a wide
range of NLP tasks, including text generation, text classifica-
tion, machine translation, sentiment analysis, andmore.What
distinguishes these models as ‘‘large’’ is their substantial
scale, often featuring billions to trillions of parameters. One
of the most prominent examples of a large language model is
GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3), developed by
OpenAI, which boasts 175 billion parameters and is widely
utilized across various natural language processing tasks.
These models are typically constructed in two phases: pre-
training and fine-tuning. During pre-training, the model is
trained on extensive text corpora, learning rich language
knowledge and grammar. In the fine-tuning phase, the model
is further trained on task-specific data to adapt to particular
applications, such as text classification or question answer-
ing. The introduction of these models has brought about a
revolutionary transformation in the field of NLP, making
applications involving the processing of natural language text
more intelligent and efficient. These models find applications
in a wide range of domains, including document summariza-
tion, intelligent customer support, search engine optimiza-
tion, automatic translation, and more. In this work, we focus
on LDA-based topic modeling methods. While LLMs excel
in many NLP tasks, LDA retains unique advantages in cer-
tain situations. First, LDA is a generative model capable of
uncovering the underlying topic structure of textual data,
making it highly valuable in tasks like topic modeling and
text classification. Second, LDA still holds advantages in
scenarios where topic modeling or topic analysis is required,
such as text summarization, text retrieval, and text classifi-
cation. Furthermore, LDA can provide more intuitive topic
models, aiding in the comprehension of the structure of
textual data. Nevertheless, it is foreseeable that LLMs have
numerous potential applications in the field of library and
information science. They can enhance information retrieval
systems, facilitate text summarization, improve text classifi-
cation, support question-answering systems, enable semantic

search, aid in constructing knowledge graphs, assist in term
extraction, enhance recommendation systems, handle multi-
lingual processing, and enhance topic modeling tasks. These
applications have the potential to increase the efficiency and
accuracy of information retrieval, document management,
and knowledge analysis, ultimately providing better services
to users in the realm of library and information science.
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